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Handbook of Educational Data Mining (CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2010

	The goal of this book is to provide an overview of the current state of knowledge of educational
	data mining (EDM). The primary goal of EDM is to use large-scale educational data
	sets to better understand learning and to provide information about the learning process.
	Although researchers have been studying human learning for over a...
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Genes, Development and Cancer: The Life and Work of Edward B. LewisSpringer, 2007

	While Edward B. (‘Ed’) Lewis is famous for his contributions to genetics and developmental

	biology, few have read his research papers. One reason for this is availability,

	many having been published in obscure journals or as book chapters. A second is

	because his papers in those fields are very difficult to read. The...
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Prefrontal Cortex: From Synaptic Plasticity to CognitionSpringer, 2004

	This volume, Prefrontal Cortex: from Synaptic Plasticity to Cognition, is an interdisciplinary approach to characterize the function of the anterior portion of the frontal lobe in rodents and human and non-human primates. The specific topics discussed in the chapters of this volume are purposefully diverse: they range from membrane properties...
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Show Me You Care - The Power of Silence in SellingTarget Point Ltd, 2021

	
		The Power of Silence is immense.

	
		Nothing establishes a closer connection or works better than silence and active listening. There is raw power to listening, hearing, and getting out of the way. When we let a buyer tell us what they want, vs. what we think they may need, long-lasting relationships are built. Silence and...
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XSLT QuicklyManning Publications, 2001
This book is for people who need to learn XSLT quickly. While it isn’t meant to be a complete reference of everything you might want to do in XSLT, it will show you the twenty percent of XSLT that you’ll probably use eighty percent of the time. It also includes a user’s guide for looking up simple solutions to the most common...
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Evolutionary Computation in Data Mining (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2004
This carefully edited book reflects and advances the state of the art in the area of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery with Evolutionary Algorithms. It emphasizes the utility of different evolutionary computing tools to various facets of knowledge discovery from databases, ranging from theoretical analysis to real-life applications....
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Conceptual Modelling in Information Systems EngineeringSpringer, 2007
Conceptual modeling has always been one of the cornerstones for information systems engineering as it describes the general knowledge of the system in the so-called conceptual schema.

Krogstie, Opdahl and Brinkkemper compiled 20 contributions from renowned researchers covering all aspects of conceptual modeling on the occasion of Arne...
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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Financing the Future: Market-Based Innovations for GrowthWharton School Publishing, 2010

	Financial innovation can drive social, economic, and environmental change, transforming ideas into new technologies, industries, and jobs. But when it is misunderstood or mismanaged, the consequences can be severe. In this practical, accessible book, two leading experts explain how sophisticated capital structures can...
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Any Way You Slice It: The Past, Present, and Future of RationingNew Press, 2013

	Rationing: it’s a wordÂ—and ideaÂ—that people often loathe and fear. Health care expert Henry Aaron has compared mentioning the possibility of rationing to Â“shouting an obscenity in church.” Yet societies in fact ration food, water, medical care, and fuel all the time, with those who can pay the most getting the most. As...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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Successfully Implementing Microsoft Dynamics: By Using the Regatta® Approach for Microsoft DynamicsSpringer, 2007
Does the implementation of Microsoft Dynamics contribute to the goals of your company? Does your company itself have the capacity to build a bridge between the Business and IT? Can your employees adopt a flexible attitude on all the related changes ? And, probably even more important, is that what they are also willing to do? If you are striving...
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